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Abstract. Learning Object Metadata (LOM) intends to facilitate the retrieval and
reuse of learning material. However, the fastidious task of authoring them limits
their use. Motivated by this issue, we introduce an original method for LOM gen-
eration based on relations between LOM documents. These relations significantly
influence the attribute values. We formulate this influence with heuristics of acqui-
sition, suggestion and restriction. A diffusion framework for these heuristics is sug-
gested. In the context of relation-based graphs of LOM documents, this framework
models the recursive processing of the heuristics. The generated values could then
be used to assist users in generating LOM documents.
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1. Introduction

Since a few years, reuse of learning material is becoming a leitmotiv for researches on
computer-aided education. A first obvious motivation is the economic interest of reusing
learning material instead of authoring it indefinitely. Other motivations can be found in
the pedagogical area. For instance, learner centered education focuses on the individual
needs of learners. In such a pedagogical context, both the teaching and the learning ma-
terial should adapt to a large variety of situations. In order to cope with this task, vari-
ous researches aims at providing intelligent adaptation of didactic material to the learner
profile (see [Mur99,Mer01,Bru96] for a sample). Despite very interesting results, these
approaches imply an important bootstrapping cost due to the building of content-specific
rules. For a setting in which the teacher remains responsible for learning material adapta-
tion, literature suggests material should be easily adaptable during the class. It supposes
the material to be sufficiently varied in order to precisely suit learners’ profile. If such
a generic material remains difficult to build from scratch, it could reasonably be the re-
sult of an emergent collaborative effort of teachers. To achieve this goal, the storage and
the retrieval of learning material is needed. Most efforts in this area deal with the con-
cept of learning objects referring to shared digital educational material [Wil00]. Learn-
ing objects (LOs) are described and referenced by Learning Object Metadata (LOM).
LOM documents and their associated LOs are stored and retrieved in Learning Object
Repositories (LORs).
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Sharing learning objects is presently related with the fastidious task of instantiat-
ing the almost 60 metadata attributes of the IEEE LTSC LOM specification1. How-
ever, if we aspire to see regular teachers sharing and reusing learning material, the
use of learning material distribution system should remain as light as possible. For
this reason, the research community seriously focuses on the metadata generation is-
sue [DH04,SDM+04,Dow04]. Following this direction, our work introduces an original
framework to facilitate LOM instantiation.

First, this article presents researches about metadata generation. Then, it states that
the relations between LOM documents influence the attribute values of these documents.
Some heuristics are defined to formulate this influence. Next, a framework for diffusing
recursively the effects of these heuristics is presented. Finally, the model is discussed.

2. Metadata Generation

Today, most tools for authoring LOM documents are form-based. Even if a form facili-
tates the use of the hierarchical syntax of XML, it does not support the instantiation of the
LOM attributes. Most researches agree on the fact that metadata should be automatically
generated [SDM+04].

Almost half of the LOM specification refers to the work of the Dublin Core Meta-
data initiative (DCMI2). Recent tools dedicated to the automatic generation of DCMI
attributes give considerable results [Irv04]. They typically extract the information from
the document content. However, most attributes of LOM are not processed by such gen-
eration tools and in particular those concerning educational topics. Indeed, the educa-
tional information generally remains implicit in the learning material. Recently, natural
language processing was used to efficiently generate the educational attributes of LOM
[YFL04]. However, this work is dedicated to the processing of particular learning objects
describing lesson plans.

Duval et al. [DH04] suggest to extract educational information from the course au-
thoring tools. During a same authoring session it is expected that some characteristics
are shared by all the learning objects (e.g. author, educational context, typical age range,
or language). Therefore, the authoring tool could hold this information so that it should
properly be diffused to the metadata of learning material. Pinkwart et al. [PJO+04] study
another source of information for generating metadata; they relate various versions of
a same learning material. Nevertheless, this approach focuses on a specific context of
collaborative learning.

In [Gre04], Greenberg affirms that the best metadata generation option remains to
integrate both human and automatic processes. According to this trend, metadata sug-
gestion emerges as another important topic in the field of metadata generation. Crystal’s
studies [Cry03] confirm the benefits of context exposition during metadata authoring. In
practice, Hatala et al. [HR03] extract suggestions for metadata values from inheritance,
accumulation, content similarity, and semantic similarity between learning objects.

Other works focus on limiting the set of possible values (scope and vocabulary) (1) to
ensure the quality and consistency of the metadata [Dow04], and (2) to facilitate machine
processing of the results [QH04]. This consideration is directly related to the concerns

1http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12/
2http://dublincore.org
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hasPart

hasPart

hasPart

general/title = Loops
general/keyword = {loops}

educational/context = ?
general/aggregation_level = ?

L general/title = While
general/keyword = {while, 

condition,variable scope}
educational/context = high school

general/aggregation_level = ?

L1

general/title = While Example
general/keyword = {while,java}

educational/context = ?
general/aggregation_level = 1

L3general/title = For
general/keywords = {for, 
condition, increment}

educational/context = high school
general/aggregation_level = 2

L2

Figure 1. Sample of LOM documents in completion process.

of the semantic web. In this sense, the definition of an ontology for LOM [QH04] is a
forward step.

3. Relation Influence on LOM documents

This section describes how the context drawn by the relations between learning objects
can be used to generate, suggest and restrict the instantiation of LOM documents.

LOM not only describes learning object content but also its learning style and its in-
tended learning context. This pedagogical information is particularly useful for teachers
for retrieving appropriate material. It typically refers to the learners’ profile, the learn-
ing environment and the global lesson surrounding the associated learning object. The
relations with other learning objects are also part of this pedagogical context. For that
reason, these relations are explicit in the LOM documents.

We state that a specific relation between two LOM documents could imply that the
value of the attributes of one will influence the value of the attributes of the second. Let
consider the four LOM documents pictured in figure 1. In this example, the LOM docu-
ments L and L1 are respectively linked to L1 and L2, and L3 with an hasPart relation.
According to the definitions of the general/keyword attribute and the hasPart relation, it
seems logical that L could also hold the keywords of L1 and L2. Similarly, L1 could
inherit the keywords of L3. This logic is based on a subjective interpretation of the LOM
specification and a generalization of this statement remains out of the scope of this work.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that such an heuristic could facilitate LOM instantiation. In
the same example, we also observe that the value of the educational context of docu-
ment L have significant possibilities to be the same that the educational context of L1
and L2. As argued in the previous section, such a suggestion is of interest for the user
instantiating LOM documents. Finally, the definitions of the general/aggregation_level
attribute and the hasPart relation impose that the aggregation level of L cannot be infe-
rior to the aggregation level of L1 or L2. Similarly, the aggregation level of L1 cannot be
inferior to the aggregation level of L3. LOM document instantiation should also consider
such restrictions. In this example, three types of heuristics have been illustrated. They
are heuristics of acquisition, suggestion and restriction. Note that the specific values of
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our examples did not influence the definition of these heuristics. In fact, each heuristic
depends only on a specific attribute and a specific relation type.

4. Heuristic Diffusion Framework

This section defines a framework describing how the acquisition, suggestion and restric-
tion heuristics are processed. We call it diffusion framework for its recursive nature.

In the previous section, we introduced an acquisition heuristic for the LOM attribute
general/keyword and the relation hasPart. This heuristic applied on the LOM document L
of figure 1 returns the keywords of all the documents linked to L with an hasPart relation,
concretely {while,condition,variable scope,java,for,increment}. Consider a function φAcq

returning the general/keyword values of the LOM documents associated to the document
L with the hasPart relation. Then,

φAcq(L, general/keyword, hasPart) = { (L1, {while,condition,variable scope,java}),
(L2, {for,condition,increment})}

With such a function, the acquisition heuristic for general/keyword and hasPart can be
formulated for any LOM document l:

AcqHeur(general/keyword,hasPart)(l) =
⋃

vi

/
(li, vi) ∈ S, li ∈ L, vi ∈ V

where S = φAcq(l, general/keyword, hasPart)
This definition is tight to the couple (general/keyword,hasPart). For instance, an acqui-
sition heuristic for (educational/semantic_density,hasPart) would not implement a union
but a mean balanced by the values of an additional attribute3.

For all LOM documents, the original value of an attribute and the value due to
heuristic processing are conceptually different. The first will be invoked with a function
AcqV al. The second will be retrieved with a function AcqDif . The latter is a union of
the original value of the attribute and the acquisition heuristic results for this attribute.
Concretely, applying these functions on the document L and its general/keyword attribute
gives:

AcqV al(L, general/keyword) = {loops}
AcqDif(L, general/keyword) = {loops,while,condition,variable scope,java,for,increment}

We formally define an acquisition heuristic diffusion framework as the set of the
functions introduced in this section.

Definition 4.1 (Acquisition Heuristic Diffusion Framework) Let A be the set of at-
tributes of the LOM specification, T the set of relation type between LOM documents, L
the set of LOM documents, V the set of generic values, and R = L×T×L the set of
existing relations between LOM documents, then

• AcqV al : L×A → V
• AcqDif : L×A → V . With l ∈ L, and a ∈ A,

AcqDif(l, a) = AcqV al(l, a) ∪
⋃

t∈T
AcqHeur(a, t)(l)

• AcqHeur : A×T → L → V
• φAcq : L → A×T → 2L×V . With l ∈ L, a ∈ A, and t ∈ T,

φAcq(l, a, t) = {(l′, AcqDif(l′, a))/l′ ∈ L
∧

(l, t, l′) ∈ R}

3Such complex heuristics can be found at http://www.dcc.uchile.cl/∼omotelet/heuristics.pdf
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The recursive aspect of the framework is introduced by φAcq calling recursively the dif-
fusion function AcqDif on the related LOM documents. If this version of φAcq suits our
simple example, in a more realistic context it also needs to manage with recursion depth
and cycle prevention, but this is part of future work.

A suggestion heuristic diffusion framework is similar to the acquisition framework
except the definition of φSug . In this case, both the suggestion diffusion and the acquisi-
tion diffusion should be recursively called. With a ∈ A, t ∈ T, and l ∈ L,

φSug(l, a, t) = {(l′, AcqDif(l′, a) ∪ SugDif(l′, a))/l′ ∈ L
∧

(l, t, l′) ∈ R}

A restriction heuristic diffusion framework differs from the previous frameworks
since a restriction consists of couples operator-value. The previous section intro-
duced a restriction heuristic tight to the couple (general/aggregation_level,hasPart)
(noted (Agg,hasPart)). In the LOM document set of figure 1, we can observe that
ResHeur(Agg,hasPart)(L1) = {(’≥’, 1)} and ResHeur(Agg,hasPart)(L) = {(’≥’,max(1,2))}.
Such results can be obtained thanks to a function φRes processing recursively not only
the restriction diffusion but also the acquisition restriction. Let O be the set of operators
for characterizing constraints. Then,

φRes : L×A×T → 2L×2O×V
. With l ∈ L, a ∈ A, and t ∈ T,

φRes(l, a, t) = {
(
l′, {(’=’, AcqDif(l′, a))} ∪ResDif(l′, a)

)
/l′ ∈ L∧(l, t, l′) ∈ R}

With this function, the restriction heuristic of (Agg,hasPart) can be defined for any LOM
document l:

ResHeur(Agg,hasPart)(l) =
{
(’≥’,max(vij))/oij = ’≥’ ∨ oij = ’=’

}/
(li, (oij , vij)) ∈ S, li ∈ L, oij ∈ O, vij ∈ V

where S = φRes(l, Agg, hasPart)

5. Discussion

The theoretical advantage of LOM documents for reusing learning material is limited by
the difficulty to generate them. Motivated by this issue, this work introduced an original
method for metadata generation based on relations between LOM documents. These re-
lations offer relevant information for LOM attribute instantiation. In practice, this infor-
mation is generated by three types of heuristics: acquisition, suggestion, and restriction.
A diffusion framework models the recursive processing of these heuristics on a relation-
based graph of LOM documents. An existing work on rule-based metadata generation
[HR03] focused on analyzing LOM packaging frameworks like SCORM and IMS-LD,
and the similarities between LOM documents. These analysis result in sets of suggested
values. Since our approach studies a different mechanism, i.e. a relation graph, it is com-
plementary to this work. Moreover, our system not only suggests values for LOM in-
stances but also restrictions for these values.

Further work is needed in order to consolidate and implement the system. In particu-
lar, recursion depth and cycle prevention should be controlled. Since our approach takes
benefits of relation-based graphs of LOM documents, a consistent set of relation types
should be defined in order to increase the generation potential of the system. Moreover, it
is necessary to define sound heuristics which may be based on a LOM ontology. Finally,
well-defined taxonomies for LOM attribute values would increase the potential of our
system.
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Another perspective for our heuristic diffusion framework stands in the retrieval of
learning objects. In a course authoring system based on graphs of LOM documents (e.g.
[BPM03]), a LOM node without reference to a concrete learning object could be consid-
ered as a query on a learning object repository. Since this node is part of a relation graph,
it could receive acquisition and restriction values from our system. This feature could
significantly precise the query with the pedagogical context of the lesson being authored.
Moreover, the suggestion values available in our framework could be used to effectively
refine the query result ranking.
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